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Discover the missing words to complete my Crossword Vitae! “v” means vertical, “h”
horizontal.
Matteo …(44-v) was born in… (1-h) in 1983. He first attended the Technical School for
Chemistry “G. …. (13-h)” (1997-2002) to play with reactions and test tubes instead of
spending his ….(39-h) years translating ….. (25-h) of texts from ancient Greek and …..
(50-v) at the Lyceum, (although now he kind of regrets having too little familiarity with
these languages). The interest in all things chemical motivated his move to ……(33-v) to
attend the Course in Chemistry at the “Università degli Studi” (2002-2007). He obtained his
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B.Sc. degree …….. (14-h) with a thesis in …….. (2-v) focused on the reduction of organic
…… (43-v) in non-aqueous solvents, under the supervision of Prof. P. ……. (15-v) (2005).
He then left Italy for a six-month …… (9-v) project (2006) that let him discover …… (52v) University (and the Netherlands) for the first time; his project, dealing with a ….. (30-h),
was performed under the supervision of Dr. A. …. (63-h) and Dr. A. Korobko. After this
first encounter with …….. (72-h), Matteo joined Prof. Sergio …….(8-v)’s group, where he
studied the optimization of ….. (43-h) evolution on …… (57-h) cathodes with electroless
….. (37-h) deposition. Finally, Matteo was awarded his M.Sc. cum laude in December
2007. Later on, he chose to continue working with electrodes, ….. (48-h) slopes and
potentiostats; so, Matteo successfully applied for a PhD position at Prof. M. …. (58-v)’s
group at Leiden University, starting in February 2008. His research dealt with the
electrochemistry of the ………….. (28-v), and in particular with one anion: …….. (45-v).
Transition ……. (3-v) electrodes were investigated for electrochemical NO2− reduction,
which can generate several products : ….. (61-h), N2, ….. (19-h), hydroxylamine, but one
should …. (65-v) the selectivity to obtain harmless …. (56-v). …….. (5-v) (100) electrodes
can achieve this goal, and such results were published in a ……. (68-v) communication.
Other platinum …….. (70-h) electrodes (i.e. ……… (40-h) surfaces) were also used as
…….. (36-h) surfaces to gain further insight … (67-v) the peculiarities of the (100) surface:
Matteo collaborated with an …. (55-h) in the field, Prof. J. ……. (54-v) at ………(53-h)
(Spain), within the European training network …. (62-v). Nitrite reduction was also studied
on several other electrodes, such as… (27-h)-modified GC electrodes and Pt…. (69-h)
nanoparticles. This thesis, whose … (71-h) is “Electrocatalysis of the nitrite reduction: a
mechanistic study” summarizes the most important results obtained so far. CVs that are
only written in past tense are boring, so what lies ahead? Matteo hopes that a …(12-h) will
let him pursue a …(34-v) project somewhere in the world, to continue his career in
Electrochemistry.
Other definitions to help you
4-h: A product of HNO2 decomposition; 5-h: Bergamo’s archetypal staple; 6-v: Not early;
7-v: 10-9; 10-v: Online mass spectrometry; 11-h: Argon; 13-h: 1963 Nobel laureate in
Chemistry, who died in Bergamo in 1979; 16-v: Amster… is an important Dutch city; 17-h:
Osmium; 18-h: Platinum; 21-h: A chemical element is an…; 22-v: Tantalum; 23-h: Mass
spectrometry; 24-h: Venue of the 2011 ISE meeting.; 26-v: Sn; 29-h: Rhodium; 31-v:
Opposite of “off”; 32-h: Japan’s archetypal staple; 35-v: Venue of the 2010 ISE meeting.;
38-h: Glassy Carbon; 41-v: Department Of Energy; 42-h: “Japan” in Japanese; 46-v: Venue
of the 2008 ISE meeting.; 47-h: Lake … is the deepest in Northern Italy.; 49-v: Frequency
Response Analyzer; 51-h: A PhD student’s best liquid friend; 53-v: @; 59-h: Light-emitting
diode; 60-v: United Kingdom; 62-h: A long time; 64-v: Rotating Ring Disk Electrode; 66-v:
One needs to … glassware with an acid mixture to clean it.
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